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Briefing: Exploring additional trends in mixed-use retail and retail partnerships.
Takeaway: Coming out of the pandemic we've seen a number of pivots disrupt the retail industry. In the future, consumers will expect more from in-person 
retail be it through enhanced experiences or layered value presented by mixed-use space. We currently see this appear most commonly through limited-time 
pop-ups within a store, but as the retail industry catches up with consumer expectations its possible these outlets could be built into the infrastructure of the 
store itself. 

Top Insights

Single Use-Reduction In-store refill stations are no longer specific to personal care
Trend - As brands look to become more eco-friendly, in-store refill stations are one way they're shifting toward sustainability. This shift includes everything from coffee refill stations to supermarket skincare refills.  Insight -
Sustainability will be a growing focus among businesses as more consumers demand that brands prioritize environmental friendliness in the wake of climate change's devastating impact around the world. These demands 
will only increase as the climate crisis worsens.

Wine Shops Restaurants convert to bottle shops in the wake of COVID-19
Trend - Restaurants across Toronto have been closed for nearly a year in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. To survive the economic turmoil, many have shifted into curated wine shops offering unique selections of vino 
to locals. These establishments offer a unique ambiance and aesthetic that replicates the experience of "going out."  Insight - The COVID-19 pandemic has transformed the shopping and entertainment habits of many 
consumers. Accessing goods shifted from causal grocery store outings and shopping trips to curbside pickups and online delivery. As a result, consumers feel a nostalgic need to revisit the activities of their pre-pandemic 
life, seeking an excuse to be seen and interact safely with others.

Apparel Home Clothing brands expand their portfolio with the addition of home good products
Trend - Popular brands in the fashion space are expanding their portfolios to include home goods. These range from decor, bedding, dishware, and furniture that are available at accessible price points.  Insight - Consumers 
are increasingly working from home, resulting in a desire to upgrade their living space. These individuals are looking for affordable ways to invest in the decor and functionality of their home. Thus, there is a greater need 
for cost-accessible options for those who can't afford home redesigns and renovations.

Shopping Locker Contactless lockers enhance the safety of shopping experiences
Trend - Lockers in the retail industry are being rolled out as businesses look for ways to keep both customers and employees safe amidst the ongoing pandemic. Everything from food pickup to in-store returns are now 
being exchanged via lockers to reduce instances of person-to-person contact.  Insight - Consumers around the world are being more careful with how they spend their time and money, and limiting their contact with 
others outside the home. However, certain responsibilities and needs require some contact with the outside world. Brands that show they prioritize safe customer interactions are more likely to get business from cautious 
consumers. 







Single Use-Reductiono
In-store refill stations are no longer specific to personal care

In-Store Supermarket Refillable Schemes
Loop and Tesco Launched a Refillable Cosmetics 

Initiative

Instant Coffee Retail Dispensers
Nestlé is Piloting Refillable Coffee Dispensers in 

Switzerland

Zero Waste Grocery Initiatives
Asda is Encouraging Customers to Bring Their Own 

Containers

Convenient Cosmetic Refill Services
The Body Shop Launched its Easy-to-Use Refill Initiative

Trend - As brands look to become more eco-friendly, in-store refill stations are one way they're shifting toward sustainability. This shift includes everything from coffee refill stations to 
supermarket skincare refills.

Insight - Sustainability will be a growing focus among businesses as more consumers demand that brands prioritize environmental friendliness in the wake of climate change's devastating 
impact around the world. These demands will only increase as the climate crisis worsens.
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Apparel Homeo
Clothing brands expand their portfolio with the addition of home good products

Fashion Label Home Goods
KOTN Recently Unveiled its New Sustainability-

Focused Home Collection

Accessible Decor Collections
Gap and Walmart Created the First-Ever Gap Home 

Collection

Fashion Label Decor Stores
The First H&M Home Store Recently Opened its 

Doors in Vancouver

Upycled Activewear Furniture
adidas Created Upcycled Furniture Designs Using 

Vintage Apparel

Trend - Popular brands in the fashion space are expanding their portfolios to include home goods. These range from decor, bedding, dishware, and furniture that are available at 
accessible price points.

Insight - Consumers are increasingly working from home, resulting in a desire to upgrade their living space. These individuals are looking for affordable ways to invest in the decor and 
functionality of their home. Thus, there is a greater need for cost-accessible options for those who can't afford home redesigns and renovations.
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Wine Shopso
Restaurants convert to bottle shops in the wake of COVID-19

Restaurant Wine Shop Pivots
Bottega Volo Pivoted to an Exclusive Wine Shop Amid the Pandemic

Korean-Style Bodega Wine Shops
Uncle Mikey’s Bodega Has Transformed into a Wine Shop

Converted Natural Wine Shops
Paradise Grapevine Offers a Selection of Natural Wines

Black-Owned Wine Selections
Brooklyn's Happy Cork Features a Black-Owned Wine 

Selection

Trend - Restaurants across Toronto have been closed for nearly a year in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. To survive the economic turmoil, many have shifted into curated wine 
shops offering unique selections of vino to locals. These establishments offer a unique ambiance and aesthetic that replicates the experience of "going out."

Insight - The COVID-19 pandemic has transformed the shopping and entertainment habits of many consumers. Accessing goods shifted from causal grocery store outings and shopping 
trips to curbside pickups and online delivery. As a result, consumers feel a nostalgic need to revisit the activities of their pre-pandemic life, seeking an excuse to be seen and interact 
safely with others.
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Shopping Lockero
Contactless lockers enhance the safety of shopping experiences

Smart Shopping Lockers
Luxer One's Smart Retail Lockers Support No-Contact Experiences

Contactless Pickup Lockers
The Lowe's Pickup Lockers Are a Direct Response to COVID-

19

Safety-Focused Customer Traffic Apps
A New Lowe’s Employee App Monitors In-Store Traffic

Touchless Fast Food Restaurants
The New Burger King Restaurant Design Supports the New 

Normal

Trend - Lockers in the retail industry are being rolled out as businesses look for ways to keep both customers and employees safe amidst the ongoing pandemic. Everything from food 
pickup to in-store returns are now being exchanged via lockers to reduce instances of person-to-person contact.

Insight - Consumers around the world are being more careful with how they spend their time and money, and limiting their contact with others outside the home. However, certain 
responsibilities and needs require some contact with the outside world. Brands that show they prioritize safe customer interactions are more likely to get business from cautious 
consumers. 
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Entrepreneurial Pusho
More individuals are embarking on the path of entrepreneuriship amid COVID-19

Business-Launching Retail Kiosks
The Conceptual 'Smartmoov' Mobile Retail Kiosk is 

Multifunctional

Humorous Entrepreneurial Ad Campaigns
Squarespace's Ad Campaign Wants People to 

Launch Their Idea

Rapper-Branded Financial Literacy 
Courses

21 Savage Boasts a Free Online Financial Literacy 
Course

All-in-One Schedule Management Apps
The Tomorrow App Lets Users Easily Manage their 

Books

Trend - Businesses are launching campaigns and resources that are meant to support individuals who are interested in becoming entrepreneurs during the COVID-19 pandemic. These 
activations offer important information and coaching for starting one's own business.

Insight - Many lost their job because of the COVID-19 pandemic and some individuals—those who were fortunate enough to be in a good financial position—have decided to channel 
their energy into starting their own business. For many, this might be a long-time dream, while for others, it might be motivated by an obstacle they were trying to overcome during the 
pandemic. This, in turn, creates a demand for various resources and coaching opportunities, allowing consumers to feel more confident in planning and managing their idea's execution.
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